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WinDENDRO™
Accurate Tree-Ring Analyser

Features

  Automatic / Interactive ring detection with adjustable sensitivity

Unlimited number of radii or paths can be created 

Multi-segment paths allow analysis of damaged disks, 

 curved cores or rings perpendicularly to their boundary 

Earlywood/Latewood boundary measured using density or light intensity

  Ring-widths and Cross-dating graphics 

Correlation functions

Smoothing spline curve can be displayed in order to choose 

 the best parameters for detrending

Multiple density measurements can be saved on a ring or pixel basis

  maximum, minimum  and mean density, earlywood and latewood 

  mean density, and ring boundary orientation

  and slit orientation

  

 and area per disk, tree height and volume as a function of age or year

   www.regentinstruments.com      sales@regentinstruments.com

Image Analysis for Forest Science
Regent Instruments Inc.                                                                                                                      since 1991

WinCELL™
 Specifically Designed for Wood Cell Analysis

Features

  

  Spatial distribution to analyse variations in function of cell position 

 on annual rings

  Flexible tools to exclude any image region from analysis

Analyses cells per annual ring for one or more rings per image 

Data computed on a yearly basis in a format similar and compatible 

 with WinDENDRO™ and with our stem analysis software XLStem™

  Integrated knowledge of wood cell anatomy and annual tree-ring 

 formation produces data suited for wood scientists

 Analyses images of thin wood slices mounted on a microscope with 

 a camera or very high resolution images of regular wood cores or 

 disks, or of woody roots (xylem) acquired with a scanner or a camera



Dendro-Storology  
noun.  \ den-( )dr -stor- ä-l -j \ 
De ni  on:  The study of tree ring storage.

Ok, we know the  eld of �“Dendro-Storology�” 
doesn�’t really exist, but we do like to think of
ourselves as the authority for all things storage, 
including tree-ring samples.

That is why the University of Arizona�’s
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research engaged
the experts at Aurora Storage Products and
Cer   ed Business Services to develop a custom
Mobile Storage System for its archival needs.

Unique System Bene ts:
Space E   cient Mobile System  
Stores 50% more tree-ring specimens than
conven  onal shelving in less space
Heavy-Duty Construc  on
Holds a higher weight capacity than most
shelving to store large and heavy samples
Product Flexibility
Mul  ple shelf styles to store cured and
uncured wood samples.
Barrier Free Track
ADA compliant with no channels
to accumulate debris
Limited Life  me Warranty
 Our promise for long system life

Advancing a New Science:  
Dendro-Storology

Aurora Mobile Storage System
Top View:   Wire shelving for air circula  on

for uncured tree-ring specimens,
fresh from the  eld 

Bo  om View:  Mobile with standard shelving
                          for archiving tree-ring specimens 

Store records, ar  facts, samples, 
and tools in this double sided 

rota  ng cabinet.

Cer   ed Business Services, Inc.
www. lingworld.com
Toll Free:  877-825-8782

Aurora Storage Products, Inc.
www.aurorastorage.com
Toll Free:  800-277-1699

More Aurora Storage Solu  ons 
Times-2 Collec  ons Cabinet
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